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Lobes Drop l-lome Opener, 21-13
By MIKE PERRY
Colorado State ruined the
coaching debut of Rudy Feldman
Saturday night by taking a sloppy
21-13 win over the Lobos at University Stadium.
The loss also extended UNM's
losing streak to 10 games dating
back to last season.
But the 16,992 fans saw something new in Lobo football-something they haven't seen in almost
three years. They saw a UNM
football team play like a football team. But the only thing that
could have kept UNM's efforts
from being successful was the
abundance of mistakes - both
mental and on the part of disputed calls by the officials.
THE RAM success didn't really
earn the praise of a winning football team but rather it depended
on a series of costly mistakes and
a questionable call by one referee.
First of all UNM lost a touchdown by seatback David Bookert
in the first period. In the third
the Lobos lost a fumble recovery
at the CSU 24 on a controversial
fast whistle and could have made
the difference between a win and
loss for Feldman.
UNM also suffered a costly loss
when brilliant Ace Hendricks suffered a knee injury in the second
pedod. HendTicks was scheduled
for x-rays yesterday before complete diagnosis could be known.
Junior tailbaek David Bookert
was the main cog in the Lobo offense as he picked up 114 yards in
26 carries.
BOOKERT ALSO scored UNM's
first TD which came with 1:16 to
go in the half. The Lobos began
the drive on the CSU 44 when
UNM took over on downs. Stone
moved the team 40 yards in eight
plays and had a second down

at the four with a four-yards-togo situation, On the next play
Stone took the ball faked a dive
into the middle and gave it to
Bookert who scampered into the
end one around left end. John Lennon's extra point was good giving the Lobos a little more confidence to work with.
Rene Matison a former trackman for Coach Hugh Hackett
played his first football game under organized conditions and
scored UNM's other TD in the
process.
MATISON TOOK over for
starter Bob Fowler in the third
period as the Lobos began a drive
on their own 29. Stone's first pass
fell incompletf'. H~; passed 21
yards to Sam Scarber on the
next play for a first down at the
midfield stripe. On the next play
Matison caught a Stone ael'ial at
the 44 for a six yard gain. Then
on the next play Rene scooted
down the sidelines using his speed
to avoid a defender and caught a
beautiful pass at CSU's 25 and
went in fo~· the touchdown. The
TD came with 5:47 left in the
third period.
CSU used a time consuming offense to start the third period off
and held the ball for 7:17 of the
third stanza.
COLORADO STATE'S duo of
Larry (Lemon Juice) Jackson and
Charlie Piggee ran the Lobos wild
with their cutback running and
breakaway speed. Jackson- WJl.S
the leading rusher for Mike Lude's
squad with 120 yards in only 10
carries. His longest gain came
with 1 :54 to go in the first period
when he took the ball on a right
end sweep but cut back across the
field and zig-zagged his way in
for a 74 yard touchdown run.
CSU's Carlie Piggee scored
twice and gained 90 yards in 16
carries. Piggee finally went to
market in the closing moments of
the half when be broke through
FOlt SALE
the Lobo defensive wall on a draw
WRY PAY RENT when tnr only $351i
and
scored from 20 yards out.
down & low monthly payments yau can
hnve the pride of home ownership, build
IDS OTHER TD came with
an «lllity, and have a tax relief. Set
this charming Z bedtm., formal dining
7:43 to go in the third period. The
room & large Jiving room with fireplace;
Rams had a third and goal at the
2 patios, pa1't basement, garage, o.F.A.
hardwood floors. Clos<l to UNM. Call
one when quarterback Jerry MonSam Cooper. 265-8571: Eve. 842·8280.
tiel gave Piggee the ball on an off
Gaird•Norris REalty.
tackle. Piggee tried to led over
FOR RENT
the lineman but was pushed back
CLEAN pleasant room for rent near the
so decided to try the end which
University. Meals if desired. 306 Stanf<trd SE. Phone 24.2-4858.
was open. He scampered in unBOARD&ROOM
touched and broke the Lobos'
1JNM STUDENTS'-TlRED OF COMMUbacks at that stage of the game.
'r1NG7 Modem accommodations within
CSU's All-America candidate
-ndng distance of campus. Phone 2432881.
Bill Kishman lived up to his billing in every sense of the word.
liELP WANTED
Rbe left safety had five unassistATTENTION STUDENTS who worked
in the field or encyclopedia sales this
ed tackles from his defensive
past summer an da!so anyone interested
backfield position and was in on 12
in pll1't time .,pleyfent during school
year. .Contact H. A. Martinez, Pres. unassisted ones. He also interAlpha Kappa Psi business fraternity at
cepted one pass.
265-6791, between 8 a.m. & 12 noon.
LEARN WHILE YOU EARN in a well
FOR THE Lobos, right cornerpaid job. Exccllont tTaining for future
job. Need 5 good :men-Juniors /!;; Senback Joe Presente and 229-pound
iom only. Call Mr. CartEr after !i p.m.
Woody Jones stood out on defense.
for appointment. 296-2966.
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Presente had five unassisted tackles and helped out on four others.
Jones dug his cleats deep into
the turf at his tackle slot and
had two unassisted tackles and
nine assisted,
UNM's passing wizard Terry
Stone passed for 146 yards. He
went 12 for 25 with one interception.
CSU's Montiel completed 11 of
25 for 101 yards.
Lobo Rene Matison led all receivers with three catches for 57
yards. Bob Fowler caught four
for 43.
THE RAMS were way ahead of
UNM on total offense as they
piled up 416 yards to UNM's 261.
They also led in first downs 24-16.
Despite the good performance
by UNM Coach Feldman thought
both teams played hard but had
too many mistakes.
"I thought our team tried
pretty hard," he said. "But it was
a sloppy game on both sides with
a lot of penalties and mistakes,"
he added.
FELDMAN SAID he didn't use
Bookert much in the second half
because the Rams adjusted their
defense and took away the wide
option which UNM was able to
use with confidence.
Then he added: "Actually we
didn't have the ball very much in
the second half."
The Lobos try to line up a win
this Saturday night in El Paso
when they tackle coach Bobby
Dobbs' UTEP Miners. The Miners
had their hands full Saturday
night with the University of California at Santa Barabara. The
Gauchos of former Utah State
coach Jack Curtice put on a second half offensive display to tie
the Miners 14-14.
IN OTHER WAC action defending champ Wyoming battled
Nebraska to a 10-10 score for 59
minutes and 3S seconds before
losing on a 51-yard field goal by
sophomore Paul Rogers with only

let's Be Friends
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The college and Career people at First Baptist Church want to be your friend . . • to
help you understand the spirtual side of life.
To prove that our interest is sincere we have
a couple of gifts for you ,• . . a ball point
pen and a book, "The Go()<!fNews for Modern
Man". They are yours for the asking. Come
to I 23 Broadway S.E. on~ ~unday at 9:30 or
5:00 PM to pick them up~br mail the coupon
. below to First Baptist Church, I 0 I Broadway,
NE, Albuquerque. New Mexico 871 02.
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21 seconds to go.
The Cowboys of coach Lloyd
Eaton held a 10-3 lead after three
periods before the Cornhuskers of
coach Bob Devaney, himself a
former coach at the Laramie
school, rallied to score 10 points

in the final period.
UNM's cross-state rival New
Mexico State lost its opener and
ruined the coaching debut of Jim
Wood. Utah State was the culprit as it toolt a 28-12 win over
the Aggies at Logan, Utah.
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Parking
Changes
Boticelli

Uffizi Gallery

The Birth of Venus

When you're ready to Shell out for Pearl come see us.

268-4480

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Across Menaul From Coronado)

the finest in collegiate living

0
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The College Inn

Campus parking spaces affected by the change are loeated on the
perimeter of the campus, olf Redondo Drive, where student parking
will be concentrated as the trend away from the center of campus
continues. Biggest psychological loss to students is the lot to the
southwest of the Union, beign made faculty staff.

Radical Rush Organizes
Student Power Groups
Student power-oriented workshops were organized last night as
part of Radical Rush's effort to
build a broad coalition for student power at UNM. About 130
students attended the meeting in
the Union Ballroom.
Mter about 40 minutes o:f talk
of possible areas of activity the
group split Up into workshops tentatively set up by Rush sponsors.
The six workshops will probe the
war and the draft, communications, group sensitivity training,
cultural projects, and university
reform.
The New Mexico Resistance,
which plans to charter as a campus group, helped lead the draft
-war workshop.
The Resistance has an office at
120 Yale, SE, and offers free
counseling about registrants'
rights under the draft law. The
group also tries to reach and offer
counseling to those who are classified as 1-A in this area.
"The way the law is set up
anyone can beat it," said Derek
Shannon, a spokesman for New
Mexico Resistance.
A group modeling itself after
the Youth International Party
hoped to set up cultural projects
taht might ''turn people on," said

Barry Williams, a spokesman for
that workshop. He called for more
events like "Weird Friday" and
guerilla theater projects.
Talking about community organization, Allan Copper said
that studetns would. have to organize their own community before trying to help others. "Until
then," he said, "we aren't going
to be able to get anybody else
together."
Cooper said he hoped to see the
community action workshop sponsor public group therapy sessions
and perhaps a campus political
party as well.
A workshop to consider communication projects was called "the
one to do aU the dirty work-like
posters" by Professor Roger Anderson, Rush faculty adviser. He
suggested the group also con-·
sider communication and publicity
outside the Rush otganization as
an essential job.
Radical Rush grew out of a
suggestion in a Lobo editorial this
summer criticizing the lack of
organization among New Left
students at the University. The
editorial said that the rush methods of fraternities and sororities
seetned a workable way to organize and rearnit membership, and

that radicals should give it a
try.

"Siguing up 130 people in one
week, and getting people that
seem serious about it, too, is very
encouraging," he said.
The Rush has reserved Room
129 in the Union for the next two
Monday evenings for workshop
meetings.
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Campus Parking
Change Made c
By U. Planners
The campus planning committee
has recently juggled a number of
UNM parking facilities, reassigning some lots and creating new
ones.
The changes have effected a net
gain of 19 places for faculty and
staff, 40 places f01• visitors, and
56 places for students.
Another change was placing student parking lots near Redondo
driV'e and thus allevdate heavy
traffic build-up in the inside lots.
Primary changes include the
newly-paved lot east of the Student Health Center-University
College building, Mesa Vista
dorm, and the College of Education assigned to faculty and staff.

U. Alumni Association
Sponsors December Trip

An agreement has been made
with the Central Ave. Baptish
Church for the usc of its parking
lot near the engineering complex.
Other changes that have been
made include:
1) The block of faculty-staff
parking between Johnson Gym
and Popejoy Hall made open parking for students;
2) The lot at the southwest corner of the New Mexico Union assigned to faculty and staff;
3) The lot east of Zimmerman
Library assigned to faculty and
staff;
4) The lot north of Bratton Hall
made open parking.
In order to even up the use of
the lots, faculty and staff whose
offices are in the following buildings are asked to park in the lots
suggested below.

BUILDING
The Alumni Association is
sponsoring a trip to Hawaii dur- Student Health-University CoUoge
Vista HnU
ing the first week of December, Mesa
Fine Arts Center
the same time as the Lobo-Hawaii New Mexico Union
Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Carlisle Gym,
basketball game.
Zimmerman LibraxY
Hall
The trip will last for seven Brntton
Business Adminiatrntion-Burcn.u of Dusine5S
days and six nights at a hotel in
Research
Hawaii. Round trip jet fare is Ed.Qcntion Complex
$250, and the hotel is $48 per perSUGGESTED LOT
son on the basis of two people
East .of Student Health-Unive,..jl;y College
sharing a double room.
Eost of Mesa VIsta Hnll
Reservations must be made in West of Fine Arts Center
Lot at .southwest: comer of Unlon
advance with a deposit of $100. Yaln
Blvd. or the lots bobrdering Yale
on the east.
For further information contact LotBlvd.
ol ·Zimmerman Library or Jot
Gwinn "Bub" Hen:ry, director of northcast
of the Btndium.
Lot
east
of
Library
Alumni Relations, Box 5, UNM Lot east of Zimmerman
Zimmerman Library
Albuquerque.
Lot east of Education Complex

d.
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Clubs Need Charters

Featuring
Twenty delicious meals a week-Private parking
Maid and Linen service-Close to campus
Private and semi·private rooms-Laundry facilities
Recreation and study lounges-Social and athletic programs
Swimming pool-Air Conditioning-Color T.V.-Modestly priced
Reservations are now being accepted. Please stop by and see our model rooms.

Phone No.--~---

303 Ash St. N .E.
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Our manager will be happy to discuss The College Inn style of living with you.

College Classification
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243-2881

All chartered UNM organizations must submit a request to the
Program Advisor's office by Sept.
27 in order to be rechartered :for
the 1968-69 academic year.
Information required in the request includes the organization'e
name, the time and place fo meeting, a list of officers, general membership requirements, and a certification that:
( 1) All officers are students in
good standing at UNM.
(2) The organization has at
least ten members.
(3) 75% of all members are
students in good standing
at UNM.
(4) Membership in the organiZAtion will not be denied to
anyone because of race, religion or- ethnic origin.
An exception to the 76% membership ruling is the Dames Club
whose members are wi'les of
UNM students and may not necessarily be students.

Dean Harold Lavender, vice
president of student affairs, says
that by not requiring a 100% student membership the organizations such as bonoraries can
"draw from resources" other than
students. He also believes that "by
drawing on these resources, organizations are strengthened by
the outside."
The effect of the 75% rule, says
Dean Lavender, is "to make sure
that student membership can con·
trol the organization but still
make it possible to allow the enrichment to occur.''
Dean Lavender said that the
statement requiring that no person be discriminated against in
these organizations can not be
readily enforced. He said, however, that if an individual felt he
or she had been discriminated
against, the person could bring
the matter to his attention for investigation.

UNM
Library

As classes resume f()r yet another year, Zimmerman Library will take; ,
on a more crowded nature as students return to its carrels and reading
tabels for study and assignments. Library hours fol' the Fall semester
are: .Monday tl'hough Friday, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Satul'day, 8 a.ni. to
5 p.m., and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Faculty Wins Liquor Okay
The UNM Faculty Club yesterday won the right to purchase a
liquor license, at least temporarily,
fol" their lounge at 1805 :Roma NE.
The decision was handed down
by Dist. Court Judge Samuel Montoya when he ruled that State
Liquor Director L. A. McCullough
should not have denied the Club
the right of a license that was

originally applied for in early
March.
The wife of Dr. Frank, president of the Faculty Club, said
that the club could not begin any
remodeling or redecorating for the
next iifteen days because a possible state appeal of the court
decision might once again leave
the club without a license,

Assistant District Attorney
E. R. Pearson indicated earlier today that an appeal may be made.
Faculty Club attorneys initiated
yesterdays court case as a writ of
mandamus filed against Director
McCullough when he denied the
license that both Governor David
F. Cargo, and past UNM President Tom Popejoy had supported.
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Immigrants to Canada Must Meet Qualifications

Editor's note: This ill the s~eond
of a four~part series that will deal
with the ways and mean~;; of entering Canada for any purpose
from visiting to avoiding the
draft. The writel" is a Canadian.
By GRANT HARVEY
~m.pus Editor
All Americans applying for
Canadian inlmigrant atatus must
fill out the same application form
available from the Department of
Inunigration, Ottawa 2:, Ontario,
Canada.
Applicants are rated as accepted
if they can score 50 out of 100
points on a system that gives
credit to the applicant for assets
separated into nine categories ineluding education, personal a11·
sessment, occupational demand,
and others.
Education, Skills Help
Each completed year of educa·
tion by the applicant gives him
one point to a maximum of 20.
Another related category gives up
to 10 points for occupational skill
while a third section labeled oc·
cupational demand is worth up to
:1,5 points depending on the need
for help in the specific field that
the applicant would be most qualified in.
An example could be an applicant who has completed a fouryear dt:gree and is prepared to
teach school. He could expect to
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Epidemic of Racial Riots
May Have Passed Peak

/
)
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"What do you mean she's pregnant? She's
been in at II :00 p.m. every night!11
i(

Irresponsible Attitude
UNM's Associated Women Students have indicated that they will take
serious steps this year to modify or completely eliminate an antiquated
hours system now in effect at the women's residence halls and sorority
houses.
AWS President Louise Bazan said last week that a study of the
present hours system would be one of the first priorities of discussion
when the AWS council and executive board meet in two weeks.
Miss Bazan expressed optimism that Helen Whiteside, dean of women
students, would "respond favorably" to an hours modification proposal if
such a proposal was thoroughly documented and gave evidence of careful
planning. The major obstacle here is the inability, or perhaps unwillingness, of the women students themselves to organize their efforts in drafting a proposal.

-I

AWS, like so many student organiaztions, has become entangled in its
own web of disorganization. Several women counselors have said that
committee work on the hours proposal has been bogged down by trivial
haggling over incOnsequential details.
Much of the haggling has resulted from the fact that a large number of
women students interviewed indicated a preference towards hours limitations. Some have even said that they did not feel "responsible enough"
to cope with unlimited hours.
These women apparently feel that the entire female population should
be imprisoned simply because some do not feel capable of disciplining
themselves. (One questionnaire said that limited hours was a good excuse
for a distraught female to dump a dull date or escape the advances of an
over-enthusiastic lover.)

,A lrokona Hall :Board took the initiative to prepare questionnaires last
semester concerning a modification of the hours system. The questionnaires were distributed in the women's residence haUs, but the informaThe only solution for these damsels in the distress would be to avoid
tion from the questionnaires has not as yet been compiled into coherent
getting into such predicamenw. The irresponsibles could stay locked
form.
safely in their dormitory rooms while the mature women students enSince the data from the questionnaires would be an instrumental part joyed
the pleasures of adult life.
of an hours proposal, any movement towards change has come to a
It seems odd that in a state where women consider themselves responeomplete standstilt Women students will continue to be restricted under
a system that in reality might not have to exist if AWS executives would •sible enough to marry without parental consent as soon as th~y reach
take action.
the age of 18 they do not feel responsible enough to set their own hours
•: : ,
in a women's dormitory.

I

amass nearly all the points. possi~
ble under the above categories and
he would need only 11 points out
of the remaining six categories to
pass.
Most university students fall
into the age bracket 18 to 35
which, when applying for Cana.
dian immigrant status, wonld give
the person the maximum 10 points
allowed under this fourth category.
Personal Assessment
Another category that could
count a great deai toward the
goal of 5() is the 15 possible for
persDnal assessment made by an
immigration officer at the time
the applicant prepares to cross
the border into Canada.
In the official gllide the inuni·
gration officers use to screen ap·
plicants, the section concerning
personal assessment stresses these
pojnts to consider: :adaptability,
motivation, initiative, resourcefulneas and other similar qualities.
This is where the old suit and tie
and a clean cut look pull in
brownie points.
.
Another asset to the applicant
is pre·arranged definite employement which scores ten points for
the person. People who apply for
a job aftel' reaching Canada receive no points here.
Anothel' ten points maximum
are given if the applicant can

I
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WASIDNGTON (UP!) - The system in advance of the usual
United States may have passed summer riot season. But even
the peak of its deadly epidemic of when the April deaths a~ added
racial rioting.
to those which took place in July
That hopeful possibility is sug- .and August, the 1968 toll was
gested by justice department sta- markedly lower than that of
tistics on urban disorders during 1967.
the "long, hot smnmel:''' just
The downtrend may prove to
ended.
be temporary. But there are
Many bad feared that the Stllll- grounds for cautious hope that it
mel' of 1968 wonld be the worst reflects basic changes in the abilyet, but it turned out to be cOn~ ity of U.S. law enforcement agensiderably less violent than 1967. cies to COP!l with riots and, even
Last year, 83 persons were kill- more important, in the attitude of
ed in outbreaks of ghetto violence urban Negroes toward this way
during the peak hot weather of giving expression to their
months of July and August. The grievances.
National Guard bad to be called
was needed seven times.
This year, civil disorders in big
cities claimed 20 lives during th.e
same period. The National Guard
was needed 7 times.
The largest of this summer's
disturbances occurred in Cleveland, where 10 persons died in
five days of racial violence touched off by looting, burning and
sniping that took place in early
AugUst while the Republican National Convention was in progress
at Miami Beach.
No one was killed in the Chicago disorders accompanying the
Democratic National Convention.
The Chicago troubles did not fall
into the category of tacial rioting, since they involved a clash
between mostly white anti·war
demonstrators and police. Chicago's black neighborhoods remained quiet throughout.
COMPLETE
By :fa:re the worst racial violence
OUTFIT
of 1968 took place in the spring,
$10
during the week of April 4.-11,
when 42 persons were killed in a
nationwide wave of rioting that
followed the assassination of the
lWv. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Major riots occurred in Washington, Chicago, .Kansas Citr an~
Baltimore, with lesser disturbances in more than 100 other
cities.
The tragic week in April may
hlllp to account for this summer's
sharp decline in rioting. Cities
FIRST and GOlb • AUJUQUER:QOE
ripe for trouble got it out of their

read, write, and speak English dividual feels there is no sweat
Personal assessment, 15 points
and French fluently. Five points about accumulating his 50 points maximum.
.
are given for "English only" .but h~ ~houldn't go to the north~rn
Occupational demand, 15 points
there are also one and two pomts mmmg camps unless your only m. maximum .
given for different combinations terest is money.
Occupational skill, 10 points
of reading and writing French.
Wages run to $3.25 per hour maximum.
A maximum of fiV:e poi~ts is for a. common.laborer with lots of
Age, 10 points maximum.
awarded to the appbcant if he ?~ertime at time and a h~lf ?~t
Arran g e d employment, 10
intends to go to an ar~a of ve~ Its pretty scary for some tn~I~· points meximum.
low unemplopnen~ whde he Will du"!Is who hav~ to be near ClVlh· . Knowledge of English and
get zero pomts if he plans to zation. Somehmes. you are a French, 10 points maximum.
settle in a J~lace (usually a la~·ge couple hundred miles ftom the
Relative, five points maximum.
city) where there is high unem. neareat small town.
.
Employment opportunities in
ployment.
;t'he last c.ategory for awardmg the area of destination, five points
Mining Centers Okay
pomts apphes to few~ b~t for maximum.
If an individual has no pre·ar· those who h!lve a relative 1n _ca.
These categories will be adjust•
ranged job, and is hurting for nad~ ther~ 1s another five. pomts ed accordingly as the completed
points on his application, Cana~ available 1f .the person w~ll sup. application examined throughout.
dian produced draft.aiding man. phort o;r
m.afteththe 3 PPt!JCant-;ld accu.l!. iu':
uals suggest heading for mining t ree pom s 1
e re1a IVe WI 11
~··
centers in the northern section of not.
late as many points as possible be·
the provinces or to the major inThis is a short summary of t.he cause there have been cases of in·
dustrial centers in southern On- points available.
dividuals who scored barely above
tario.
Education and training, 20 50 and were rejected. This is a
On the other hand, if the in· points maximum.
rare occurence.
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When it comes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer .

Come to PARIS!!!

-

going to an

~~

fiJI,~/

rents tuxedos

With more than 150 dance students enrolling
for the fall semester, and the entire faculty
exercise happy, we recommend a visit to the
Paris-UPTOWN Store just a mile east of the
campus on Central. There you will find a
fabulous coiiectiori of Capezio ballet slippers,
tights and leotards. For comfort and long
life you just can't beat Capezio quality . . .
For selection and fitting, you can't beat Paris!
-UNM's friendly neighbor at 3701 Central
NE.

rff~~?!Wei<YONi-1"-·l_J::\?N_r_H_A_Ti_S_11_~_S_M_._!-~r--------...-,i-t..-aer--n-HA-:rs-'-,r-1......,
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Needed
Probation Parole Officer

~~~w

I

(i&ilff'

Q""

Student Intern $360 ~ $500 Per Month
Woll receive training in the control and guidance of persons on probollo~ ?r
10 11 uJres matriculation as a senior or scheduled for graduation W1lhm

poro ' 1 edq. yenr WJ'th mo·1 0r or minor in Social Science, Apply by Sept, 30
on<>caan
a. ~,
"'
30 . •-eo • I
for exam Oct. 12. Send application IQ Sf<!te Pct;ottncl Omc<>, I Sou!n
p1to ,
Sonlo Fe.

fine shoes
Paris UPTOWN only
Largest selection of brand name footwear in the Southwest!
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Will reading assignments be
a problem this year?
THESE SKILLS WILL HELP YOUR STUDIES

FLEXIBILITY ..• You learn to adjust your reading speed according to the difficulty of the material, your background in
the material, and your purpose in reading the material. Different techniques are taught for novels, texts, journals, newspapers, magazines, etc.
~

CONCENTRATION ..• Concentration while reading and
studying is very difficult for many people who read slowly.
Rapid reading requires close attention, and concen.tration
quickly improves so that students are not easily distracted.

'I
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COMPREHENSION ... As concentratiqn increases, comprehension improves. In addition, you learn to read expectantly
for the authoes concepts to which important facts and details
may be attached. The result is greater depth of comprehension.
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RETENTION ••• A very important measure of your reading
ability is how much you remember. Retention is improved by
reading for concepts, by using recall patterns, by m<~;intain
ing a high level of concentration, and by remembermg by
association.

CONCISE NOTE TAKING ... Recall techniques organize a
conference or lecture as it occurs, eliminating voluminous
notes and reorganizing. Recall patterns are especially valuable
if the presentation is not concise and if your mind wanders.
SUPPLEMENTAL READING .. , Many people limit their
education because they barely have time for required reading.
Being able to read widely adds interest and depth to your
understanding.
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH .•. The real reward of education is the accumulation of knowledge. Our techniques allow you to continue your education at your own pace.

A Lifetime Reading and Study Program
After completing the basic course, you continue to attend weekly
practice sessions as often as you wish without cost.
Students bring their homework to the sessions and get a head start
on each week's school assignments.
Businessmen bring their "in~boxes" and periodical reading and get
some of .their work out of the way.
Many people work on their Independent Study Projects.
Others attend these sessions for the pure enjoyment of reading new
books and discussing the author's ideas with members of the class.
Special counseling is available where necessary.

ORGANIZATION , •. The first vital step in studying is organization. We teach the student how to organize and use varied
texts, supplementst suggested readings and dass notes.

.-----GUARANTEE:-----.
We guarantee to refund the entire tuition of any student
who after completing minimum class and study require·
ments, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending test$.

These sessions provide a stimulating environment which will help
yott discover your potenti~ for learning.

r----FREE

MINI~LESSONS - - - .

CITY
DATE
Albuquerque, N.M.
Monday
S~;>ptember 16
Tuesday
September 17

TIME

LOCATION

6:00P.M.
8:00P.M.

207 Oorfmouth Dr., NE
Same

WASHINGTON- Peace Corps the faculty must be liberated, and
Director J aclc Vaug·hn predicts perhaim reoriented toward the
continuing Pl'otest activities on student" the Peace Corps director
college campuses in the coming says,
year because many school adminHe points out, "It may be that
istrators have not tuned in to the there will be more dissension on
real cause of unrest among stu- the campus similar to the unrest
dents.
·
which rocked many campuses last
"It is becoming clear that half year unless changes ensue in the
of today's students are out to decision - making apparatus of
change the syRtem-not necessar- . higher education."
ily our system but their system of
Vaughn's opinions are based on
highel' education. I believe they're the results o:J; a Louis Harris sur.
right in thinking it is ready. :for vcy of student attitudes toward
radical overhauling," Vaughn said. current issues such as Peace
The trouble, Vaughn believes, Corps service, the Vietnam war,
stems from depersonalization of the civil rights movement, and
higher education and failure to student activism. The Harris poll,
recognize students as adults capa- ~:ommissioned by the Peace Corps,
ble of full participation in society was supplemented by in-depth inand in educational affairs,
terviews conducted by Peace
The student is demanding a Corps staff members on 12 repre·
J?ersonal experience, Vaughn says, sentative campuses.
and turns on the school adminis"The two most significant retration. "If this is to be reversed, sults of our studies)' says

Basic coums,, moot at the some time each week for seven week$.

CIT'f
DAlE.
liME
LOCATION
Albuquerque, N.M.
thur"$doy
September lCl 7:00P.M. 207 Dartmouth br., NE
Saturday
September 21 9:00A.M. Soma
Monday
Septembedl3 :M.s P.M. Same
Monday
November 4 3:30P.M, Same
Monday
November 4 7:00P.M. Same
W<1dnesday November 6 3:30 f>.M. Some
Wednesday
November 6 7:00P.M. Some
Permanent Ptod!co Smlon$ rurr Wednesday 4~:00 P.M. and Sofurdoy
l :00-3:00 P.M.

Two UNM profeasors have
quietly produced a giant in the
field of anthropology publications
using dedication, scholarship, and
one secretary.
Professors Harry Basehart and
Stanley Newman are co-editors
of the Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology, a 23-year-old magazine devoted to general anthropology. The magazine is no\v
rated as one of the top three English-language publications in its
field.
The duo took over the magazine
with the death of the founder of
the journal-Dr. Leslie Spier-in
1961. At that time the circulation
in paid subscriptions was 1,315.
Now the magazine has 2,290 paid
subscriptions and a press run o:f
2,600.
The magazine prints articles in
the four major specialties within
anthropology - cultural anthropology, archaeology, linguistics,
and physical anthropology. While
there ate numerous English-language specialized anthropology
journals, there are :few general
magazines.
Manuscript submissions have
increased in the last six years to
100 per year. A maximum of 25
articles are used in the four yearly issues o:f the magazines.

207 Dartmouth NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico
P.lease call 265-6761

action but who feel that their
goals can be attained within existing systems," says Vaughn.
"Add to these groups an estimated 10 per cent whom we can call
constructivists-those committed
to social and political action, but
who have not engaged in dissent
or protest movements."

first in fashion
81 Winrock Center

Carries John Meyer of Norwich

Getting out a publication of international circulation has not
proven easy-especially with a
two-man staff,
"We both have slightly reduced
teaching loads, but the editing,
which is quite exacting, takes a
great deal of time. And we like
to send back personal replies to
the contributors, often explaining
our decisions," Dr. Newman explaiml.
Both men :feel the Journal adds
to the reputation of the university, drawing graduate students
and :faculty members who are familiar with the publication.
"In addition," Dr. Newman
points out, "the publication
serves as a valuable teaching
tool. For example, we have a
manuscript now that is full of
good, solid ideas, but is poorly
written.
"The contributor is a young
man, with excellent potential, but
lacking experience. We will send
back some specific suggestions
and hope that the next time he
will submit a manuscript worthy
of publication.''
Unlike many univel'Sity publica~
tlons throughout the nation, the
Journal is not only self~support
ing, but makes a profit in good
years.

Dr. Troy S. Floyd, associate
J?rofessor ofhistocy, won the Out..
standing Teaching Award at
UNl\1 this year. Dr. Floyd was
presented the $1,000 cash prize
and will receive -the winner's
plaque at Homecoming festivities
this October.
The selection was made by a
committee of UNM :faculty memhers and students. The award is
given to an outstanding professor annually by the Greater UNM
Fund. Glenn Emmons, president
of the Greater UNM Fund, presented the cheek to Dr. Floyd
Friday.
This is the third year the award
has been gi-ven. All previous win•

ners were faculty members in the
Department o£ English.
Dr. Floyd, whose recent book,
"The Anglo-Spanish Struggle for
M:osquita," was published this
spring by the UNM Press, has a
wide background in Central and
South American history and
teaches the history of Spain and
Portugal at UNM.
"I was both gratified and very
surprised to learn I had won the
award," said Dr. Floyd.
Dr. Paul Davis, last years winner, spent his prize money in helping to talte his family with him
to England where he is spending
a sabbatical. Dr. Floyd is manied
and has two children.

Contact

Sponsored by lyceum

tivists;" i.e., those who comprise
the leadership of most campus
protest activities, However, only
four per cent of aU students are
"so radical or anarchistic in their
views to be considered out of
communication with society."
"There is another 30 per cent
committed to social and political

Faculty, Student Committee Chooses
Recipient of UNM Teacher's Award

Evelyn. Wood

READING DYNAMICS

Vaughn, "were the finding that
the real revolutionaries totaled
less than four per cent of the
student population and that one
third of the students were activists who want to work for reform
within the system."
According to Vaughn, the surveys indicated that 11 per cent of
all students are "true protest- ac-

Two Anthropologists
Turn Out Magazine

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
,......._.--FALL CLASS SCHEDULE---..
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More Campus Protest Activity Predicted
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RAPID READING ... In Reading Dynamics you learn to read
faster naturally - without mechanical devices and without
losing the enjoyment or flavor of reading. Nor do you skim or
skip. You triple your present rate by taking in entire thoughts
at one time.

Tuesday, September 17, 1968
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COUNTY HEADQUARTERS
524 Lomas N.W.

Suede is the story here-combining with wool in John Meyer
clothes with a proper country air. Their thoroughbred tailoring
makes any rural scene. Pierced suede edges the brushed shetland
cardigan $23. And suede binds the pockets of the Port Ellen plaid
skirt with front pleats $20. Button-down oxford shirt $7.
All in brilliant colors. At discerning stores.

247-2214
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Students Advised of 'Miranda' Rights
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NYACK, N.Y. (CPS) - One
Monday morning last October,
FBI agents t~rned up on the campus at Yale to interrogate members of the student body, faculty,
and staff who had returned their
draft cards.
Although no one, under the Supreme Court Miranda ruling, was
required to answer a single question, most of the 21 people questioned talked a great deal. Why?
A recent article in the Yale Law
Journal gives the results of the
Journal's inquiry into this question.
First, it was learned that even
though the men questioned had
superior educations, they did not
know their rights under Miranda.
Those who were aware that some
such rights existed had never
thought of them as applying to
themselves, and could not, therefore, readily apply them at the
moment they were needed.
Under Miranda, which is usually applied to police interrogations
after an arrest, the suspect ,has 1)
the right to remain silent, 2) the
right to know that anything he
says can be used against him, 3)
the right to a lawyer during all
of the questioning, and 4) the
right to halt questioning at any
time and get a lawyer,
Agents Use Surprise
The fi'rst big advantage the
agents had was one of their mainstays: surprise. They . arrived
early in the morning-a favorite
time for interrogators and arresting police is a or 4 a.m. when resistance is low and thought processes slowed---&nd worked in
pairs, confronting separate in~
dividuals who were part of the
previously disorganized anti-war
movement at Yale.
Prior to the FBI visits, the men
involved had not given any
thought to their rights or the pos~
sibility of FBI interrogation. This
was immediately remedied; a
meeting to discuss their rights
was held that first evening, Notices were posted, and ·the Dean
of the Divinity School announced
that beginning Tuesday, Octob(!r
24, no agent of the FBI had his
permission to interview students
on campus. Yet interrogations
continued there through Friday.
They followed a format which
works very well. The suspect is

questioned alone (wife or anyone
else present is asked to leave),
with one agent asking the q:uestions, another writing down answers. He is given a waiver of his
Miranda rights to sign in a manner implying that it is routine,
usually with a terse explanation
that it simply lists his constitutional rights.
Unscrupul~tns .Agents

The FBI agents at Yale were
not scrupulous about following the
Miranda requirement to halt
questioning whenever the suspect
"indicates in any manner. . . that
he wishes to remain silent." Without ex()eption, those suspects who
indicated that they did not wish
to answer were forced to repeat
it several times to convince the
agents,
Some agents tried to frighten
the suspects with grave state-

ments like, "We will have to report that you refused.'' One told
a suspect who asked him to come
back when he had a lawyer that
as they were dealing with a "Federal crime," matters couldn't be
dragged out. Some waivers were
given late, after certain questions
had been asked and answered,
There were several reasons why
men who might have been expected to know better talked so
much in a situation which could
only aid their adversaries, Some
didn't see the reasons for remaining silent. Some saw it as a moral
rather than a legal confrontation;
they saw silence as refusal to
state their beliefs. As they did not
consider themselves criminals, and
were acting on moral grounds,
why not talk ? Some hoped to persuade the agents with their arguments, and perhaps even the Justice Department in the end.
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Freshman coach Damon Bame
welcomed about 55 candidates for
the UNM freshman football team
Monday.
Damon and his assistants have
less than a month to prepare for
their first game Oct. 12 against
the Arizona State Sun Imps at
U. stadium.
The other three games on the
small schedule will be with the
University of Texas at El Paso,
here Oet. 26. They then go on the
road to New Mexico State, Nov.
2 and to Tucson Nov. 9 to meet
the Arizona Wildkittens.
Also on tap for the W olfvups
will be regular Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon scrimmages
with the varsity. They'll pretend
to be the upcoming opponent and
will give the varsity footballers
a chance to flex their muscles.
The team has been divided into
three groups. One group will be
the defense, another the offense,
and the other will be able to go
both ways.
"The three unit syatem will also
give everyone an equal chance in
addition to plenty of action. Also,
the same guys won't be getting
whipped everyday by the varsity,"
frosh defensive coach &ed John·
son said.
Eighteen New Mexicans-with
nine from A I b u q u e r q u e add
strength to the squad. California
has 11, and Texas has six in the
number of boys recruited.
The ninll Albuquerque players
are: Mike Buck, Sandia; Guards
Bob Gaona, Robert Gracey, and .
Rob Winter of Highland.
~ .
Quarterback Mike Kinyon, tac~ i
kle Bill Kraemer, fullback Robert '
Clark, and defensivE! back
.

Besides footbaii and tennis, the
Intramural Program of men's
point sports (the team with the
most total points in eaeh of the
three divisions wins a big trophy
at the end of the year) includes
relay track, golf, bowling, a cross
campus run, volleyball, handball,
weigh lifting, basketball paddleball, fiickerball, wrestling, swimming, mushball, bandminton, and
track and field. Deadlines for entering these sports along with entry forms are available at the
Intramural Office,
If you are willing to participate
but lack a team to play for, register with Heffington and he'll do
all he can to see that you get on
a team.
GIRLS WITH athletic abilities
needn't be left out, either (Girls
with athletic abilities are very
seldom left out anyway). Co-recreational team sports in the forms
of tennis, volleyball, badminton,
bowling, swimming, mushball, and
golf are also popula1· on campus.
Entry dates and blanks are available at the intramural office for
this fun type of activity.
Also if your team is in need of
a practice area for the indoor
sports don't forget that Johnson
Gym is available daily to all students during the following recrea-
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includes round trip bus fare anywhere on Transit
System, and admiHan~e into Fairgrounds.
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LEWIS
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J\ll)Crican Airlines, Offioal Airline of Nationai'IPurlng Company

Tour Management ~atet New, Ina.
Tot1r 'Direction American Theme 'Productions, Inc.

Specializing
In Razor-Cuts
and

Conveniently Close To Campus
(across from :the Triangle)
2914 Central S.E.
255,4371
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UNM is now forming a city
hockey team for all students and
faculty interested.
The team which calls itself
"The Lobos'' is headed by Buck
Schreyer an assistant professor
in the mechanical engineering department who also plays center
for tlte team.
Schreyer invites all students and
UNM personnel to come out to
the 7 p.m. Tuesday night practices and tryouts at Iceland Arena
located behind the east central
branch of Vip's.
When the team is formed games
will be played Tuesday and Saturday nights in the city league
which is formed mostly of teams
subsidized by business merchants.

Present The

·: BES·(.
,:MU.SICAl
Jo~·~~~tr

0

Is Being Formed
For U. Personnel

RIDE BUS INTO FAIRGROUNDS

Bo~ on Sholom Aleieh!ms

Name:

Ice Hockey Team

And The Cultural Program Committee

1

Downstairs in the SUB

UNM's cheerleaders are sponsoring a bu13 trip to the UTEPUNM fQotball game in El Paso
this weekend.
The price is '11 for the twoway ticket plus an additional $3
for the reserved seat ticket in El
Paso's spacious Sun Bowl.
The bus will depart from UNM
at 11 a.m. Saturday morning and
arrive at the Juarez border about
5 p.m. At 7 the bus will leave for
the game which will start at 8
p.m.
After the game there will be a
victory celebration in Juarez until 2 a.m. The bua will leave for
Albuquerque and arrive at UNM
at 8 a.m.
Refreshments will be available
on the bus for students.
The two hour break between arrival and departure for the game
will give students opportunity to
see EJ Paso and parts of Juarez.

Popejoy

Markham all come from Manzano.
Other players from New Mexico are Terrence Archunde of
Blanco, tackle Vernon Beevers
from Kirtland, end Rick Ferguson
and wingback Steve Fuller both
of Jal, kicker Joe Hartshorne of
Los Alamos, defensive back
Wayne Mansell of Artesia, end
Corky Vincent of Hot SpringsT or C, and tackle Eldon W eatenburg of Lovington.
Some outstanding out-of-state
players will be Ross Hovston from
Jersey City, N.J.; John Kubler of
Florida, Ken Ross from Carlsbad,
Brad Bramer of Claremont;
Calif., Phil Quinet of Sunnyvale,
Calif., and the largest man on the
squad, Don Thompson of Sher~
man, Tex. _who weighs 235.

..

.I:

On Sale for Game

Two oldest football rivalries for
the Texas Miners are against
New Mexico State and Arizona.
The Miners started the series
against New Mexico State in 1914
while Arizona carne into the picture in 1916.

Ba.~er Shop

Appointments
Available·
But Not
Necessary

Bus Trip Tickets

tion hours, except when being used
by varsity teams Qr for other
scheduled events:
Main gyni., aux. gym, handball
courts: M-l", until 10:00 P.M.
Saturday hours are 9 a.m. to 9
p.m.
The weight room is open Monday through Friday from 4:307:30. Hours on weekends are 2-5
p.m.
Swimming pool is open 7-9 p.m.
and 2-5 on weekends.
Incidentally, we foresee some
great races in the three leagues
for the football crown this fall,
particularly among the independants.
RETURNING CHAMPS Mother
Carey's Chickens are back, along
with second placer Law School.
These teams juat squeezed by always-tough Columbus Athletic
Club last year and word on campus is that the CAC ia out for
blood. Don't be surprised if there
are some chopped-UJ? chickens and
beheaded barristers groaning around school the next few weeks.

' I .
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By J'OHN MOSER
The 1968-69 Intramural Sports
program gets oft' with a bang next
week with the kickoff of football
season. And the best part of the
program is that any student can
compete, whether he be a frat rat,
dorm dummy, or just plain G. D.
Independent. All you need is a
team with a manager that is reliable enough to attend the intramural meetings-and the desire
to have a heckuva good time.
Intramurals at UNM are under
the direction of Marvin D. Heffington, in his second year at the
home of the Lobos, Heffington has
revamped the department and has
in mind a number of changes for
this year which will be brought to
light at a meeting this Wednesday, September 18, at 7:00 P.M.
in Room 159 Johnson Gym.
See that your team's representative attends this meeting.
ENTRIES WILL be taken for
football and tennis through this
Friday, September 20, at the Intramural Office, room 13, Johnson Gym, A roster of players
should accompany entries from independent teams. The actual football season gets underway Monday, September 23, with schedules to be posted in the Gym and
published in The Lobo.

Freshman Football T earn
Welcomes New Players

Associated Students Bookstore

Page 7

UNM Intramural Sports Agenda
Begins With Football Matches
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. Most were extremely nervous. or a piece of sculpture. They talk
Anticipating aome reaction to about their families and emphatheir first act in defiance of law; size that they are only doing a
they saw the interrogations as job. The suspect soon feels socialthe beginning of punishment. It ly obliged to answer some queswas a "crisis-laden situation'' in tions a fatal error. "I had come to
which the agent counts on the feel ' very uncoopl;lrative and
suspect's nervousness, his isola- nasty," aaid one Yale man in extion, and the fact he is outnum- J?lanation.
bered. Even those men who were
Those suspects who made out
half-aware of their rights had best, and who felt afterward that
trouble remaining calm and using they had stood up to the FBI, all
their best judgment.
assumed the offensive at the beMuch of the talking that was ginning by refusing to talk .at all.
done after the suspects learned One, upon learuing who the
their rights on Monday night agents were, simply said: "In
grew out of a desire not to be that case, gentlemen, I have nothrude. For middle class suspects, ing to say t(} you." Although they
the Law Journal points out, inter- were as ignorant and nervous as
rogation becomes a social aitua- the others, they avoided the social
tion. The agents know this. They situation and the impossible legal
assume an engaging and informal judgments that become necessary
manner. When a suspect refuses when the unsuspecting layman
to answer a question, they make tries to answer some questions
small talk-comment on the cat and refuse others.

Guitar, Glacers
Highlight KNME
Guitar lessons ·and an explanation of the science of glaciology
are both included in the week's
recommended programs by
KNME-TV, Channel 5.
Tonight at 6 p.m. in Folk Guitar
-"Skip to My Lou*' Laura. Weber
will demonstrate D and A chords
and show how they are used in
two songs.
Also recommended for viewing
today is Net Festival-"Win,
Place & Show.'' This program
covers the ninth Sao Paulo Bienal
in Brazil with a profile of the
winning artist, Richard Smith.
On Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. Innovations "Cosmic-Bargain
Basement for Computer Programs" Will discuss how computer users can save thousands of
dollars by using Cosmic, an element of the NASA Technology
Utilization Program, Later, at 8
p.m. Perspectives--"News in Perspective" will be concerned with
presidential politics.
One of three programs recommended for Thursday is Planet
Earth-"Secrets of the Ice" at
'7:30 p.m. Concerned with the
modE!rn science of glaciology, it
shows how glaciologists study the
ice on the earth and how the information thus gained affords an
increased comprehension of man's
past and :future.
At 8 p.m. Candidates '68 will
feature a conversation with those
candidates seeking the lesser ·of.
ftces in this state ranging from
Secretary of State to Land Commissioner.
A change of pace can be seen at
9 p.m. in Net Playhoulle-''Thirteen Against Fate: The Witness''.
In this drama Pamela Brown
stars as an avaricious Breton
tarm woman.

Tuesday, Septemoor 17, 1968
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Sept. 26, 27, 28-8:15 P.M.
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All Seats Reserved-$6.50! 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

UNM Students With Activity Cards-;4 Price
'Telephone 277-3121
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Computer Importance Emphasized By Dr. Bell
Keeping UNM in step with the
burgeoning computer revolution is
hard work. Just ask UNM Computer Center Director, Dr . Stoughton Bell.
·
"Computer facilities are becoming as important to the prospective student and faculty member
as the library," Dr. Bell points
out. "Where once no one would
consider going to a university
without firet checking the library
facilities, now adequate computer

services are high on the checklist
of essentials.
"We have expanded our facilities at UNM,'but we still have
the same problem as almost every
other school-keeping services expanding as fast as student enrollment and faculty size." $50,000 Grant
UNM has received a $50,000
plus grant for a computerized
educational network for the teaching of math. This type of compu-

ter application is just a begin•
ning.
"Computers can be programmed (instructed) to do almost
any kind of mathematical analysis. In practical terms, if a professor wants to teach his class a
certain procedure, he can just
:plug into a main computer on
campus somewhere, program the
procedure, give the computer a
problem, and sit back and watch
as the answer is typed out. In big

Freshman Class Increases
Freshmen are slowly becoming
a smaller and smaller percentage
of UNM's population, statistics
indicate.
Even though there are more
freshmen every year, the rate of
increase in enrollment is gradually slowing down as UNM statistics keep in line with a similar
nation-wide trend.
In the fall of 1965 there were
20% freshmen, in 1966 there were
18% and in 1967, 16%.
Many high school seniors are
rejecting coHege acceptance offers
as indicated by a report by the
AmeriC4n C o II e g e Admissions
Center.

Want Ads
FOR SALE '
WHY PAY RENT when fnr onlY $36(,
down & low monthlY :payments :von can
have the pride of home ownership, build
an equity, and have a tax relief. Seo
this eho.rming 2 beilrm., formal dining
room & large living room with fiupJacc;
2 patios, part basement, garage, C.F..A.
hardwood floors. Close to 1lNM. Call
Sam Cooper, 265-8671: Eve. 842-8280.
Calrd·Norrla Realt:v.
FOR RENT
CLEAN :p!!!liS8nt room !or rent near the
University. Meals if desired. 806 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.
BOARD & ROOM.
lJNM. STUDENTS-TIRED OF COMMUTING 1 Modern accornmodat!ons within
walkiug distance of C8Dipna. Phone 2432881.

.,'

HELP WANTED
A'ITEN'l'ION STUDENTS who worked
in the field of encyclopedia sa].., this
past onmmer an dalso anyone interested
in part time emplo:vfent durlng B<hool
:vear. Contact H. A. Martinez, Pres.
Alpha Kappa Psi bnoinees fraternity at
255-6791, between S a.m. & 12 noon.
LEARN WHILE YOU EARN in a well
paid iob. Ex<:ellent training for futnre
job. Need 5 good men---Jnnlors &: Senio"' only. Call Mr'. Carter after 5 :P.m.
for appointment. 296-2966.
ATTENTON STUDENTS wh<> worked in
the field of encyclopedia. sal\!!! this :PM~
summer and also an:vone interested in
part time employment dnring school
year, Contact A. J". l!artinez:, Pres.
Alpha, Kappa P•i htl!<iness fraternity at
255-0449, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.

The report revealed that only
one per cent of the colleges polled
are no longer considering qualified applicants. Some colleges report that enrollments are 30 per
cent behind last year at this time.
There were alsQ many dormitory vacancies than in past years
in the colleges polled by the American College Admissions Center.
The trend doesn't seem to have
effected UNM with only 120 vacancies for this fall semester.
The College Press Service quoted Dr. Henry Klein, president of
the Center, saying, "The reason
for the vacancies is that the rash
of college dormitory buildingwith federal funds - has outreached the nuntber of available
students.
UNM is currently building a

UNM Sororities
Accepted 180
UNM sororities accepted 180
pledges for fall semester while
30 coeds accepted bids to Town
Club. Chi Omega topped the
other sororities with 29 pledges
compared to 26 for the next highest, Alpha Chi Omega.
Other pledge totals for the sororities were Phi Mu 12, Kappa
Kappa Gamma 23, Delta Gamma
18, Kappa Alpha Theta 25, Alpha
Delta Pi 16, Delta Delta Delta 13,
and Pi Beta Phi 18.
The Chi Omegas also had the
greatest number of pledges from
Albuquerque with 24, while the
Alpha Chi Omegas had most
pledges from out of town with 13.
Last year 170 accepted bids to
nine sororities and Town Club
accepted 26 pledges.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Pnblished dailY evrrry week of the University :vear by the Boaril o! Stndent Publications
o! the Associated Stndenb!. of th~ University of New M;ex(co. Second-cl.asa :postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico. l'ril!tc;d by the UNM. Pnntmg P~nt. Snbsctiption rate:
$4.5~ fOr the school year. 1'1!~ opnuons I!XPJ:essed on the editorial pages of The New
l!ex~co Lobo do not n........,;);y represent the views of the Associated Stndenfs or the

·College Security Pion

No War Clause
Full Aviation Coverage
Guqranteed Insurability

Western Security Life Insurance Co~
227 Truman, N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.
Bob Gibson-general agent

Phone 268·1370

new dorm to house 370 students.
"Another reason for the let-up
is the great number of new colleges. This year a new community
college opened every week somewhere in the U.S." Klein said.
"Also, there were fewer high
school graduates this year than
in previous years," he said.
Dr. Klein said the number of
high school graduates increased
84 per cent between 1955 and
1965, but will increase only 29
per cent between 1965 and 1975.
"Therefore, after the peak of
nearly three million high school
graduates is reached in 1970, the
actual number will start to decline. By 1980, some college campuses may become ghost towns,"
Dr. Klein said.

universities this is being done.
"The procedure and answers
can be flashed onto a television
screen so a whole lecture hall can
follow it," Dr. Bell explains.
While UNM does not have such
a system, hopes are high for similar set-ups in the future.
Capacity Increase Needed
"Right now we need a bigger
computer capacity and, more importantly, education of the university community. Before a computer can be utilized completely,
more people must learn how to
talk to it, use it and control it."
Dr. Bell emphasizes that a computer cannot do anything on its
own. It must be instructed by the
user:
"The primary role of the computing center is to use the computer to solve problems," Dr. Bell
says.
Dr. Bell feels the ramifications of computer use in American society place a greater demand on educational institutions.
Structure Changes
"The entire sociological structure of America is being changed
by computer usage. The relation

•••••••w• ••••••·•
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and CLEANING

of man-to-man, man-to-society,
man-to-nature
is
undergoing
change as a result of computer
technology."
"What we in the computing
business must do is to tell the
public what a computer can do or
can't do. It is important that the
computer not be regarded as
something magical."
"What I'd like to see is a general computer course required of
all undergraduates. Not anything
too technical, just enough so that
everyone could talk in general
terms about computing," Dr. Bell
says.
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Second Student Lobby Represents U.
Lowering of Voting Age
Issue of New Lobbyist~
The interests of the student
body of UNM will he represented
before the state government for
the second year by the Student
Lobby.
Members began the year's activities during the summer by
corresponding with other schools'
lobbies for comparison of goals
and means, planning a tour of the
campus for new legislators after
the Geenral Election this fall, and
outlining plans for the year.
Some of the goals of the Lobby
this year will be encouraging legislators to lower the voting age,
improvement of wages for nonprofessional employees of the
University, and promoting the establishment of Legislative Commissions to study legislative problems relevant to the non-academic
lives of the students.
The Lobby will also devote a
great deal of effort to public relations for the University and
to communications between the

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs

of College Mert
t~nd Women.

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Counselor Always on Duly
2106 Central S.E.
247.0836

Fidelity Union Life

,.

Sheaffer's big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.
Sorry about that. Sheaffer's big deal means you can
write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49¢ refill free. All for just a dollar.
'How much do you think you can
write?
The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint
pen.

SHEA.FFERI!>

No.4

Tutorial
Project

An interested student looks over material at the NSA sponsored
Albuquerque Tutorial Council desk set up in the Union. Volunteer
students are needed to help students in many sections of town.

Johnson Endorses Humphrey;

Urges Democrats to Victory
WASHINGTON (UPI)-PresAt the time Johnson spoke out, Iy fought Presidential campaign,
ident Johnson Tuesday issued his Humphrey was campaigning in I asked you to give your undividfirst ringing endorsement of Hu- Buffalo, N.Y. where he pictured ed support to the Democratic ticbert H. Humphrey for President. himself before a college student ket. Your magnificent response
He urged the Democratic party audience as a "freeman'' who spelled the difference between
to "win this one for America" by would do "whatever needs to be victory and defeat. This year, in
electing Humphrey to succeed done" as President to end the Viet another crucial election, I again
him.
Nam war-yet another hint that ask you to close ranks behind our
Johnson's declaration that he would break with Johnson's candidates.
Humphrey's victory in the Presi- war policy on the issue of halting
"I ask you to give the same loydential campaign might "mean the bombing of North Viet Nam. alty to Hubert Humphrey that he
The White House issued the has given to the Democratic parthe difference between world order and world chaos" was his first text of a telegram the President ty all his life.
public partisan word since he rou- sent to the Texas Democratic par"I ask you to work as hard for
tinely congratulated the nominees ty convention in Austin in which him as he has worked for Amerafter the Democratic National he said the banner Humphrey ica.
carried into the campaign "asks
Convention.
"A Democratic victory this No"Hubert Humphrey is a fighter every hand because it speaks for vember can also mean the differand a patriot," Johnson said. "I the bravest and highest of all our ence between world order and
stood beside him in the battles of hopes. It says: Win this one for world chaos. Unless we Demo20 years. I have watched him give America-all America."
crats unite to heal and lead
his courage, common sense and
Calling for unity as essential America - America will never
compassion to the cause of Amer- to a Democratic victory, Johnson have the vision to heal and lead
ica."
said: "Eight years ago, in a close- the world.''

Role Is Helping Students,
Women students should take an
active part in what is going on
around them, said Dean Helen
Whiteside in a speech before Associated Women Students (AWS)
on last week.
Speaking on personnal involvement and democracy, Dean
Whiteside explained that her job
is not to discipline, but rather, to
be the person responsible for helping students help themselves.
The speech was a part of a program of speeches and fashion
which began AWS's activities for
the year. Other speakers included
representatives from the women's
honoraries and. Louise Bazan,
president of A WS.
The purpose of AWS is to be a

Biggesf Mushroom
Millies di Segusino, Italy (UPI)
-Sandro Franzin was credited
last week with finding the world's
biggest mushroom. It weighed
55.8 pounds and measured more
than three feet across.

women's government, not a club,
said Louise Bazan. She urged
women to t•un for A WS Council
and A WS committees.

Says

students and the Lobby. The
Lobby will solicit student opinions
on relevant issues by affording
everyone an opportunity to present his views. Suggestion blanks,
as well as opportunities for students to meet with the Lobby, will
be made available.
Stuart Licht, chairman, is willing to meet and discuss issues
with any student group at UNM
and he hopes that all of the organizations on this campus will
take advantage of this opportunity.
Licht pointed out that participation in the Student Lobby affords an invaluable experience to
anyone interested in government
and its pragmatic functioning,
All interested students should'
submit applications to the Student Government Offices in the
Union and attend the first meeting of the Lobby at 8:15 p.m. on
September 25 in Room 253 of the
Union.

Professor, Students Test Law;
.Trial Postponed for Second Time
Geology Professor Roger Anderson and three others had their
state court appeal against a vagranc.y conviction postponed a
second time yesterday to Nov. 18.
The four, including UNM students Larry R~ssell and Jerry
Wass;r were or1ginally arrested
on ~his citru;ge as th.ey passed. out
anti-drf.Ift mformatiOn a~ Highland hig_h. sch.ool l_ast sp:mg..
The CIVIl Liberties Umon aided
the four by suing th~ City ~f AIbuquerque and the city police to
ge~ an injunction against their
usmg the vagrancy statute but
the case was lost.
Since then the four men have
appealed their conviction but they
have been having trouble getting
the court to precede.
Anderson, Wasser, and Russell
last spring set up a table in front

of Highland High School to distribute draft information to high
school students. They were asked
by school officials to move the
table off the sidewalk and off of
school property.
After they moved the table, A1buquerquc Police arrived on t];q.
scene. Anderson said that the police encouraged the high school
students to "give the demonstrators a hard time." Students began catcalling so the group decided to leave.
Shortly afterwards the poli
'
ce
arrested the three just as they
were about to leave the scene. A
week later, Russel and Wasser
were roughed up by high school
students when they set up a table
in front of Albuquerque High
School.

Dean

Models for a fashion show,
moderated by Sandi Lommasson,
represented each of the campus
sororities and dorms.

AI Capp Will Speak This Even~ng;
Lawyer Melvin Belli Ends Series
AI Capp, origii\ator of the ever October 10 and Truman Capote,
popular Lil' Abner cartoon strip author of In Cold Blood, Novemwill be the first of the guests in ber 18.
the UNM Lecture Series when he
The last speaker in the series
speaks at Popejoy Hall at 8:00 will be the nationally known dep.m.
fense laWyer Melvin Beiii on DeIn past years, Capp has become cember 10.
There is no admission charge
more and more in demand as a
speaker because of his constant for students, faculty and staff
satire that digs at everythin,g members but all students must
from the Establishment to the show their activity cards at the
door.
youth of toda:r.
All subscription tickets have
Capp held a news conference
been sold to the geenral public
earlier this morning at the West- though some single tickets may
ern Skies motor hotel.
be available at the lecture for
Other speakers in the . series $1.50, if student attendance is not
for the first semester include as high as expected. Such tickets
fotmer Senntor Adam Clayton will be released each night of the
Powell ("Keep the faith, baby") series at 7:30.

Long Live
The Cream

The "Sunshine of Your Love"
group, the Cream, will play in
concert Oct. 5 in University
Arena. Tickets go on sale Monday
but prices have not yet been set.

